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Why Does The Right
Coaching Matter For a
Successful
Entrepreneur?

Discovering Innovation
Beyond The Office Walls
Inspiration in the workplace can be hard to
come by these days. One thing is for sure –
you won’t find it using the same top-down
leadership routine!

Coaching and mentoring are two different
things in the entrepreneurial sphere.
Business coaching may be exactly what
you need to level up in your industry.

W

“Coaching” seems like a stigmatized word
in the business world. A few decades ago,
executive coaches were feared by corporate workers
because of the consistent pattern of layoffs or
restructuring that occurred shortly after a “coaching”
visit. Today, business coaches are an untapped resource
for both entrepreneurs and business owners.

What does “Coaching” Mean?
Let’s start with what “coaching” means in business and as
an entrepreneur. There is a clear difference between
coaching and mentoring that should be made. Mentors are
there when you kickstart your entrepreneurial journey.
They are usually family members, colleagues in your
field, or a trusted friend. With their years of experience,
mentors focus on providing knowledge and training to an
entrepreneur.
Continued on page two – Coaching
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ith the corporate world seeing a major
structural shake-up during the
COVID-19 pandemic, it’s no wonder leaders
why are beginning to question outdated
processes. This includes how C-Suite and
business leaders cultivate and harvest their ideas. The
horizons of workstyle potential are broadening, and
business owners are realizing that innovation (more often
than not) can be found outside of the existing office walls.

Why “Because I said so” Doesn’t Work
Anymore
A new generation of leaders have been appointed to
management positions. During their formative years, this
group of managers was (more or less) raised to question
authority and follow a natural curiosity regarding the
world. It’s this new mindset that is being applied by
leaders across the corporate world as they start to
question how things are done.
New leaders are looking for ways to better motivate
employees, increase productivity, and boost team morale.
The entrepreneurial spirit has taught leaders to encourage
all voices and opinions in the workplace regardless of
rank.
This new leadership style laughs in the face of the
“because I said so” top-down management style of
generations past.

The Drawbacks of a Top-Down Management
Style
While the top-down management style is the most
familiar to us - it does come with several drawbacks.
Continued on page three – Innovation
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4) Leadership coach – become your best self in your
leadership position

Continued from page one – Coaching
In contrast, coaching is an inner journey. Coaches can be
thought of as your guide, your inner voice, the one who
can help you on your journey to find answers. In
business, coaches can act as a mirror or accountability
person. Entrepreneur coaches also help you work
holistically on your habits as a person versus just looking
at your current employment situation.
Ideally, entrepreneurial coaching works to unlock hidden
potential and assists you in strengthening yourself as a
leader. With those internal improvements, your business
can reap the benefits and become more dynamic over
time. Entrepreneurial coaching can be thought of as a
type of therapy for your business identity. The goal is to
work toward self-improvement in several ways.

Why Do Entrepreneurs Need Coaching?
Every entrepreneur has unique strengths and weaknesses.
This means that coaching is unique to everyone (but can
have some similar benefits for all). These are just a few
ways that business owners can benefit from the right
coaching.
●

Sharpen focus and gain perspective on high-level
priorities

●

Add self-awareness for a competitive edge

●

Discover weaknesses and prepare for potential
blindside situations

5) Entrepreneurial coach – specializes in business
owners and entrepreneurs
6) Team coach – brings together a workplace of
talented people

Ways to Identify a Great Business Coach
Consider their track record of success in their own life or
with others that they’ve coached. A well-seasoned coach
will have more strategies in the toolbox for their business
coaching than those that are new on the scene.
Focus on results and ask for client testimonials to back up
their statements. Business coaching is a fast-paced
environment, and you deserve the best that’s available for
your needs as an entrepreneur. Ask the right questions to
find the right person.
Do their beliefs and investments align with yours? Not
monetary (necessarily) – but it’s important to consider the
values that they bring to their business coaching. If you
feel that their personality, value, or belief system doesn’t
align with yours then it may not be a great match. This is
true despite their track record!!
And just like that - you’re knowledgeable about business
coaching! As an entrepreneur, are you ready to find a
business coach?
~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates, LLC. Copyright
protected. All rights reserved.

●

Ask the right questions to increase wealth
abundance

●

Invest in your entrepreneurial spirit

●

Prevent burnout by recognizing unhealthy habits

●

Strengthen relationships and adjust your mindset
as a leader

●

Find accountability from an outside source

She ______ working under pressure.

●

Create a safe and confidential space outside of
work to speak your mind

________ excites him about his work.

Do You Know Your Employees?

Types of Business Coaches
There are business coaches that specialize in styles of
coaching. There are also business coaches that specialize
in areas of your life that may need coaching. Here are a
few of the most common types of business coaches:
1) Personal coach – assists with work/life balance.
2) Accountability coach – keeps your feet to the fire
with deadlines or personal goals like being
mindful of physical health.
3) Career coach – can help to map out a career path
or with long-term goals

I

f you want to increase the motivation among the
people that work for you, you need to
know what motivates them. Answer
these questions for each employee.

She ___ when you walk into her office
without knocking.
He ________________ criticism.
She considers her biggest accomplishment to be ______.
He ___________ working on a team.
Her goals for working for the company are __________.
He sees ______ as his biggest strength for the company.
She ________ it when I am up-front and open with her.
He ____________ being challenged.
If you don’t know the answers to these questions, you
need to spend more time with your employees.
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Continued from page one – Innovation
Here are a few of the most common:
1) Losing out on great ideas. This is a common occurrence in top-down
management when those lower in rank neither feel confident nor respected
enough to speak their mind. You could be losing out on some great ideas,
valuable feedback for your idea to become the next big thing!
2) Employee engagement is often low. Employees who don’t feel fulfilled at
work in terms of accomplishments will seek engagement elsewhere. While
your team may do what they’re told in a top-down management style, there
is no room for creatives to carve out their niche.
3) Singular knowledge cripples an organization. Top-down management
encourages those in leadership positions to hoard their knowledge and fear
being usurped. The major downside is that if a leader leaves an
organization, then there is no one who feels confident enough to take over
the position. It can be costly and time-consuming to fill the role depending
on the expertise required.
4) Micromanagement kills innovation. This style of top-down management
encourages “oversight” which can often blend into an unhealthy
micromanagement style. Employees who feel consistently watched (and
feel a perceived lack of ability to make their own choices) may become
apathetic. Micromanaged employees often leave for greener pastures.

Alternatives to Top-Down Management Styles
●

●

●

Outside-in Management: This style focuses neither on the employees nor
the leaders. It’s an approach that prioritizes customers and their experience
with products or services. This management style is guided by the people
who will single-handedly support your business over time. It’s an
unorthodox approach that relies heavily on customer feedback loops, but
also can eliminate internal biases.
Sideways Management: Focuses on continuous improvement in a linear
fashion. Sideways management is commonly employed in a manufacturing
environment where employees can make strategic decisions on the
production line. However, it can be applied to other workplaces by
empowering employees to review and improve processes over time that are
specific to their realm of expertise.
Bottom-up Management: Relies on trust and often fosters the highest
amount of innovation. Instead of a dictatorship style, business owners
focus on empowering employees to find their niche and value. This style
allows employees to discover their purpose, experiment with innovation,
and feel comfortable bringing forward ideas or opinions. Many see this
leadership style as ideal for the future as corporations continue to evolve.

Communication
Basics
A large percentage of a person's day
is spent communicating with other
people such as customers,
employees, and managers. This
communication can be in person, on
the phone or in writing. Even your
body communicates a message when
you haven't said a word. Being able
to communicate effectively is an
important skill that can be learned.

Some of the basic
communication skills are:
1. Use statements such as "I need
...", "I feel", or "I want" to show
ownership of your message.
2. Be complete and specific with your
message. Define your expectations.
Don't expect others to guess or
anticipate what you need or want.
3. Be sure that your verbal and
nonverbal messages are consistent.
If you look angry but sound happy,
you will confuse the emotion you are
trying to express.
4. Be redundant. Present your
message in more than one format to
be sure that everyone "gets it".

Ready to try a new leadership style?

There’s no harm in trying new styles – especially if you’re a dynamic start-up or
have a small team to manage. Business owners should consider a bottom-up
management approach to ensure that their employees feel heard, validated, and
fulfilled. This is especially true at a time when burnout and churn rate are high
at companies. It’s an employee’s job market and they aren’t going to let you
forget it if you fail them as a leader with your management style. 
~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates, LLC. Copyright protected. All rights reserved.
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Are you a New CEO?
Here’s your Toolbox to become a High-Performing Leader
Starting at an organization that’s just seeing the light at the end of the COVID-19 tunnel can be a challenge. There are some highperformance moves that you can make early as a new CEO.

I

t’s more important now than ever to take the right steps quickly as a new CEO of a company. Without strong leadership and
vision, companies may be quick to turn on new C-suite members. Priorities are emerging
that appear to be essential to high-performing leadership in a world full of disruption and
innovation.

Here’s your ultimate new CEO toolbox:
Tool #1: Listen, Communicate, Engage
Most experts agree that CEOs have about one business quarter (90 days) to win over the staff.
Whether you’ve walked into a role in good times or bad… it’s imperative to get involved from
day one. First and foremost, it’s key to learn everything that you can about the business. Sit
down with management to learn financials, vision, products and services, and high-level project management strategies. Without a
strong fundamental understanding of the business, there is no way to drive the business forward.
Second, communication is critical. Immediately open up channels of communication with your management teams and other staff.
Use those channels early and often to understand the big picture of operations around you. As early as possible, make sure to meet
every employee and learn as many of their names as you can.
Finally, begin to engage when you feel comfortable with the subject matter. Listen, learn, and encourage all of those who surround
you. Identify pain points and begin working on solutions that can be implemented quickly with as minimal disruption as possible.

Tool #2: Build Trust Quickly and Enthusiastically
The art of delegation is a major key to success for CEOs across all industries. However, effective organization and quick delegation
require a buy-in. Build trust as quickly as possible with those around you and focus on big-picture items. Motivate where you can
and allow your staff to own their regions of expertise.
CEOs who rely on those around them can quickly build trust with less skepticism. To ensure that desired results are being
delivered, establish clear performance measures and hold your employees to them. Remember that strong leadership can develop a
productive environment where their teams feel safe, secure, and celebrated.

Tool #3: Embrace Innovative Thinking
To manage change and disruption in any corporate environment, a great C-suite is required. However, allowing the challenge of
thought and counter opinions is essential. Diversity of thought and talent is a huge spark to a company that may need a morale
boost in crises. The best resiliency can be found in the most diverse workforces.

Tool #4: Diagnose Problems Before Acting
There’s nothing worse than strong leadership that does not take time to properly diagnose before acting. Without a pulse on the
problem, it can be hard to craft the ideal solution. As a new CEO, it’s imperative to measure surrounding problems to ensure that
you can measure the success of an installed solution. Finally, always maintain transparency with your management team, and don’t
continue to champion a “solution” that just isn’t working.
~ Written for us by our associate Gary Sorrell, Sorrell Associates, LLC. Copyright protected. All rights reserved.
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